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Station Eleven
In The Evocative Object World Christopher Bollas builds on Freud's account of
dream formation, combining it with perceptive clinical, theoretical and cultural
insights to show how the psychoanalytical method can provide a rich
understanding of what has traditionally been regarded as 'the outside world'.
Moving from the fundamentals of the free associative technique, through an
examination of how architecture and the built environment interact with individual
and societal dream life, Bollas extends the work of psychoanalysis beyond relations
with literature and culture to the actual objects which surround us. As with the
evocative external structures of our environment, Bollas describes how the family,
with its inherited genetic structures, likewise constitutes a pre-existent
unconscious formation into which we are placed, and demonstrates that there is
more to this multifaceted unit than the traditional psychoanalytical notion of the
Oedipal triangle. In the process, Bollas also provides a fascinating and
comprehensive review of how his own theories have evolved over the past three
decades: a period during which, in his view, Western society has increasingly
neglected – or even become actively hostile towards – unconscious life. Throughout
this engaging and accessible text, Bollas rejects the simplistic notion that mental
life is unconsciously determined. Instead he provides a compelling study of how
unconscious life is shaped by a diverse array of both internal and external factors,
and how the work of the Freudian pair provides the best means to gain insight into
our dreams, our surroundings, our families – and our mental life as a whole.

Psychoanalytic Diagnosis, Second Edition
Featuring a previously published author introduction, a personal foreword by his
son and a new introduction by his grandson, a definitive edition of the lauded
World War I classic collects all 39 of the Nobel Prize-winning author's alternate
endings to offer new insights into his creative process. Reprint.
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A Psychotherapy for the People
Many schizophrenics experience their condition as one of radical incarceration,
mind-altering medications, isolation, and dehumanization. At a time when the
treatment of choice is anti-psychotic medication, world-renowned psychoanalyst
Christopher Bollas asserts that schizophrenics can be helped by much more
humane treatments, and that they have a chance to survive and even reverse the
process if they have someone to talk to them regularly and for a sustained period,
soon after their first breakdown. In this sensitive and evocative narrative, he draws
on his personal experiences working with schizophrenics since the 1960’s. He
offers his interpretation of how schizophrenia develops, typically in the teens, as
an adaptation in the difficult transition to adulthood. With tenderness, Bollas
depicts schizophrenia as an understandable way of responding to our
precariousness in a highly unpredictable world. He celebrates the courage of the
children he has worked with and reminds us that the wisdom inherent in human
beings—to turn to conversation with others when in distress—is the fundamental
foundation of any cure for human conflict.

The Kite Runner
The author eloquently argues for a return to our understanding of how Freudian
psychoanalysis works unconscious to unconscious. Failure to follow Freud's basic
assumptions about psychoanalytical listening has resulted in the abandonment of
searching for the 'the logic of sequence' which Freud regarded as the primary way
we express unconscious thinking. In two extensive interviews and follow-up essays,
all occurring in 2006, we follow the author exploring his most recent and radical
challenge to contemporary psychoanalysis. The Freudian Moment, the author
argues, realizes a phylogenetic preconception that has existed for tens of
thousands of years. The invention of psychoanalysis realizes this preconception
and institutes a profound step forward in human relations. The author's proposal
that we use the image of the symphonic score to better imagine unconscious
articulation opens up a new conceptual way for grasping the complexity of
unconscious thought.

Their Eyes Were Watching God
William Golding’s unforgettable classic of boyhood adventure and the savagery of
humanity comes to Penguin Classics in a stunning Graphic Deluxe Edition with a
new foreword by Lois Lowry As provocative today as when it was first published in
1954, Lord of the Flies continues to ignite passionate debate with its startling,
brutal portrait of human nature. William Golding’s compelling story about a group
of very ordinary boys marooned on a coral island has been labeled a parable, an
allegory, a myth, a morality tale, a parody, a political treatise, and even a vision of
the apocalypse. But above all, it has earned its place as one of the indisputable
classics of the twentieth century for readers of any age. This Penguin Classics
Graphic Deluxe Edition features an array of special features to supplement the
novel, including a foreword by Lois Lowry, an introduction by Stephen King, an
essay by E. M. Forster, an essay on teaching and reading the novel and
suggestions for further exploration by scholar Jennifer Buehler, and an extended
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note by E. L. Epstein, the publisher of the first American paperback edition of Lord
of the Flies. For more than seventy years, Penguin has been the leading publisher
of classic literature in the English-speaking world. With more than 1,700 titles,
Penguin Classics represents a global bookshelf of the best works throughout
history and across genres and disciplines. Readers trust the series to provide
authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and notes by distinguished scholars
and contemporary authors, as well as up-to-date translations by award-winning
translators.

Man for Himself
In The Shadow of the Object, Christopher Bollas integrates aspects of Freud’s
theory of unconscious thinking with elements from the British Object Relations
School. In doing so, he offers radical new visions of the scope of psychoanalysis
and expands our understanding of the creativity of the unconscious mind and the
aesthetics of human character. During our formative years, we are continually
"impressed" by the object world. Most of this experience will never be consciously
thought, and but it resides within us as assumed knowledge. Bollas has termed this
"the unthought known", a phrase that has ramified through many realms of human
exploration, including the worlds of letters, psychology and the arts. Aspects of the
unthought known --the primary repressed unconscious --will emerge during a
psychoanalysis, as a mood, the aesthetic of a dream, or in our relation to the self
as other. Within the unique analytic relationship, it becomes possible, at least in
part, to think the unthought -- an experience that has enormous transformative
potential. Published here with a new preface by Christopher Bollas, The Shadow of
the Object remains a classic of the psychoanalytic literature, written by a truly
original thinker.

The Crucible
The Mark of Cain makes available for the first time the accumulated psychoanalytic
understanding of the psychopathic mind. Editor Reid Meloy, a leading authority on
the psychology of the psychopath, has brought together in a single collection the
most historically important psychoanalytic papers on the psychopath and delineted
their continuing relevance to contemporary understanding. According to Meloy,
two theoretical traditions flow into the psychoanalytic understanding of
psychopathy. The first tributary focuses on the early development of the
psychopath in order to illuminate how a profound alteration in self-regard leads
both to a denigration of the other and to an impulsive search for gratification in the
present. The second tributary seeks to locate the psychopathic miscarriage of
human potentiality within analytic theories of personality structure and clinically
grounded differential diagnosis. Meloy presents the major contributions associated
with both of these traditions. Included within this body of literature are the original
formulations of concepts that have long since become part of the psychoanalytic
nomenclature: the "affectionless" juvenile offender, the diagnostic significance of
"affect hunger," the behavioral consequences of "superego lacunae," the recourse
to promiscuous identification in "the impostor," and the paradoxically lethal lure of
"malignant narcissism." Of special interest are Meloy's historical notes to each
chapter and two section introductions, the latter major essays in their own right.
The explosion of empirical research on psychopathy over the past two decades
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masks the fact that much contemporary work in this area is grounded in the
clinical formulations of leading psychoanalysts of the twentieth century. The Mark
of Cain rescues this intimate understanding of the inner world of the psychopath
and thereby contributes to clinical realism in the face of deception, manipulation,
exploitation, and even frank dangerousness.

The Dream Interpreters
How does the therapist avoid the twin dangers of either being a bull in a china
shop or of handling the patient with kid gloves? How can he or she balance
empathy for the patient's subjective self-experience with the rigorous analysis of
the patient's unconscious defensiveness? For decades these questions have been
at the heart of debates about psychotherapeutic technique and the source of
tremendous polarization in the field. In the early days of psychoanalysis, one
analyzed character resistances either aggressively like Wilhelm Reich or more
gently like Anna Freud. Today, one sides with Otto Kernberg and confrontatively
treats borderline and narcissistic pathology or, following Heinz Kohut, works more
empathically. Lawrence Josephs transcends the rigid polarities of competing
schools and offers an innovative approach. He proposes that one can move back
and forth between opposing psychoanalytic stances and that flexibility in clinical
technique is the key to efficacy. According to Josephs, when we avoid remaining
rigidly stuck in any one way of working, we can learn from all perspectives. Dr.
Josephs's own point of view centers on one simple recommendation: to maintain a
dynamic balance between empathy and analysis. It is an easy recommendation to
make but difficult to implement. Through the re-examination of classic case studies
from Freud to Kohut, the author demonstrates how one can balance the rigorous
analysis of the patient's character resistances - the most narcissistically injurious
aspect of psychoanalysis - with a deep empathy for the patient's subjective selfexperience - the most healing aspect of psychoanalysis.

Lord of the Flies
Race in Psychoanalysis analyzes the often-unrecognized racism in psychoanalysis
by examining how the colonialist discourse of late nineteenth-century anthropology
made its way into Freud’s foundational texts, where it has remained and continues
to exert a hidden influence. Recent racial violence, particularly in the US, has made
many realize that academic and professional disciplines, as well as social and
political institutions, need to be re-examined for the racial biases they may
contain. Psychoanalysis is no exception. When Freud applied his insights to the
history of the psyche and of civilization, he made liberal use of the anthropology of
his time, which was steeped in colonial, racist thought. Although it has often been
assumed that this usage was confined to his non-clinical works, this book argues
that through the pivotal concept of "primitivity," it fed back into his theories of the
psyche and of clinical technique as well. Celia Brickman examines how the
discourse concerning the presumed primitivity of colonized and enslaved peoples
contributed to psychoanalytic understandings of self and raced other. She shows
how psychoanalytic constructions of race and gender are related, and how Freud’s
attitudes towards primitivity were related to the anti-Semitism of his time. All of
this is demonstrated to be part of the modernist aim of psychoanalysis, which
seeks to create a modern subjectivity through a renegotiation of the past. Finally,
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the book shows how all of this can affect both clinician and patient within the
contemporary clinical encounter. Race in Psychoanalysis is a pivotal work of
significance for scholars, practitioners and students of psychoanalysis,
psychologists, clinical social workers, and other clinicians whose work is informed
by psychoanalytic insights, as well as those engaged in critical race and
postcolonial studies.

Forces of Destiny
This acclaimed clinical guide and widely adopted text has filled a key need in the
field since its original publication. Nancy McWilliams makes psychoanalytic
personality theory and its implications for practice accessible to practitioners of all
levels of experience. She explains major character types and demonstrates specific
ways that understanding the patient's individual personality structure can
influence the therapist's focus and style of intervention. Guidelines are provided for
developing a systematic yet flexible diagnostic formulation and using it to inform
treatment. Highly readable, the book features a wealth of illustrative clinical
examples. New to This Edition *Reflects the ongoing development of the author's
approach over nearly two decades. *Incorporates important advances in
attachment theory, neuroscience, and the study of trauma. *Coverage of the
contemporary relational movement in psychoanalysis. Winner--Canadian
Psychological Association's Goethe Award for Psychoanalytic and Psychodynamic
Scholarship

The Things They Carried
As Firdaus sits in a grimy prison cell awaiting the relief that death will bring, she
looks back at her life and what brought her to this point, from childhood cruelty to
being forced into a marriage she did not want.

The Christopher Bollas Reader
A spirited, engaging investigation into the concept of character, an enduring
human obsession in literature, psychology, politics, and everyday life What is
“character”? How can it be measured, improved, or built? Are character traits fixed
or changeable? Is character innate, or can it be taught? Since at least the time of
Aristotle, philosophers, theologians, moralists, artists, and scientists have engaged
with the enigma of human character. In its oldest usage, “character” derives from
a word for engraving or stamping, yet over time, it has come to mean a moral idea,
a type, a literary persona, and a physical or physiological manifestation,
observable in works of art and scientific experiments. It is an essential term in
drama and the focus of self-help books. In Character: The History of a Cultural
Obsession, Marjorie Garber points out that character seems more relevant than
ever today—the term is omnipresent in discussions of politics, ethics, gender,
morality, and the psyche. References to character flaws, character issues,
character assassination, and allegations of “bad” and “good” character are
inescapable in the media and in contemporary political debates. What connection
does “character,” in this moral or ethical sense, have with the concept of a
character in a novel or a play? Do our notions about fictional characters help to
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produce our ideas about moral character? Can character be formed, or taught, in
schools, in scouting, in the home? From Plutarch to John Stuart Mill, from
Shakespeare to Darwin, from Theophrastus to Freud, from nineteenth-century
phrenology to twenty-first-century brain scans, the search for the sources and
components of human character still preoccupies us. The question of character
arises in virtually every area of modern life. And in each case, there is the same
fundamental tension: is it innate or intrinsic to the individual, or something that
can be learned or modeled? At a time when both the meaning and the value of this
term are put in question, no issue is more important, and no topic more vital,
surprising, and fascinating. With her distinctive verve, humor, and vast erudition,
Marjorie Garber explores the stakes of these conflations, confusions, and heritages,
from ancient Greece to the present day.

Situation Comedy, Character, and Psychoanalysis
Meaning and Melancholia: Life in the Age of Bewilderment sees Christopher Bollas
apply his creative and innovative psychoanalytic thinking to various contemporary
social, cultural and political themes. This book offers an incisive exploration of
powerful trends within, and between, nations in the West over the past two
hundred years. The author traces shifts in psychological forces and ‘frames of
mind’, that have resulted in a crucial ‘intellectual climate change’. He contends
that recent decades have seen rapid and significant transformations in how we
define our ‘selves’, as a new emphasis on instant connectedness has come to
replace reflectiveness and introspection. Bollas argues that this trend has
culminated in the current rise of psychophobia; a fear of the mind and a rejection
of depth psychologies that has paved the way for what he sees as hate based
solutions to world problems, such as the victory of Trump in America and Brexit in
the United Kingdom. He maintains that, if we are to counter the threat to
democracy posed by these changes and refind a more balanced concept of the self
within society, we must put psychological insight at the heart of a new kind of
analysis of culture and society. This remarkable, thought-provoking book will
appeal to anyone interested in politics, social policy and cultural studies, and in the
gaining of insight into the ongoing challenges faced by the Western democracies
and the global community.

Toward a Social Psychoanalysis
Erich Fromm fought long and hard for the rights and freedoms of the individual. He
also recognized that fundamental to this pursuit is the promotion of selfknowledge. In encouraging people to analyze their own behavior, Fromm identified
the crucial link between psychology and ethics that underpins all our actions.
Moreover, he saw in this a way out of the meaningless impasse which he regarded
as the plight of the modern human race. The task that Fromm sets himself,
therefore, in Man for Himself is no less than to identify "what man is, how he ought
to live, and how the tremendous energies within man can be released and used
productively." The resulting book is ample witness to Fromm's success. It makes
for exciting, illuminating, even life-changing reading.

Character
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This reader brings together a selection of seminal papers by Christopher Bollas.
Essays such as "The Fascist State of Mind," "The Structure of Evil," and "The
Functions of History" have established his position as one of the most significant
cultural critics of our time. Also included are examples of his psychoanalytical
writings, such as "The Transformational Object" and "Psychic Genera," that deepen
and renew interest in unconscious creative processes. Two recent essays,
"Character and Interformality" and "The Wisdom of the Dream" extend his work on
aesthetics and the role of form in everyday life. This is a collection of papers that
will appeal to anyone interested in human experience and subjectivity.

Civilization and Its Discontents
The analysands and the analysts and their respective husbands and wives, some of
whom have escaped from Hitler's Europe and some of whom are native-born
Americans, appear through the medium of the analyses, which present a rich
mixture of the human condition in all its anguish and joy, love and hatred."--Jacket.

Dynamics Of Character
What is object-relations theory and what does it have to do with literary studies?
How can Freud's phallocentric theories be applied by feminist critics? In
Psychoanalysis and Gender: An Introductory Reader Rosalind Minsky answers these
questions and more, offering students a clear, straightforward overview without
ever losing them in jargon. In the first section Minsky outlines the fundamentals of
the theory, introducing the key thinkers and providing clear commentary. In the
second section, the theory is demonstrated by an anthology of seminal essays
which includes: * Feminity by Sigmund Freud * Envy and Gratitude by Melanie
Klein * An extract from Transitional Objects and Transitional Phenomena by Donald
Winnicot * The Meaning of the Phallus by Jacques Lacan * An extract from Women's
Time by Julia Kristeva * An extract from Speculum of the Other Woman by Luce
Irigaray

Being a Character
Each person invests many of the objects in his life with his or her own unconscious
meaning, each person subsequently voyages through an environment that
constantly evokes the self's psychic history. Taking Freud's model of dreamwork as
a model for all unconscious thinking, Christopher Bollas argues that we dreamwork
ourselves into becoming who we are, and illustrates how the analyst and the
patient use such unconscious processes to develop new psychic structures that the
patient can use to alter his or her self experience. Building on this foundation, he
goes on to describe some very special forms of self experience, including the tragic
madness of women cutting themselves, the experience of a cruising homosexual in
bars and bathes and the demented ferocity of the facist state of mind. An original
interpreter of classical theory and clinical issues, in Being a Character Christopher
Bollas takes the reader into the very texture of the psychoanalytic process.

Psychoanalysis and Gender
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Situation Comedy, Character, and Psychoanalysis puts the sitcom character on the
analyst's couch and closely examines the characters of Basil Fawlty, Lucy Ricardo
and Kim from Australia's Kath & Kim, in order to reveal the essential elements that
must exist in a sitcom before even the first joke is written. Original in its approach,
D.T. Klika uncovers major findings about the sitcom as well as human behavior and
relationships that we find 'arresting' and even “familial”. By offering a new way of
reading the sitcom using psychoanalytic theory, this book can be used as a basis
for engaging in critical discourses as well as textual analysis of programs.
Psychoanalytic theory enables a reading of character motivations and
relationships, in turn elucidating the power struggle that exists between characters
in this form of comedy. Situation Comedy, Character, and Psychoanalysis shines a
light on what is at play in the sitcom that makes us laugh, and why we love the
characters we do, only to discover that this form of comedy is more complex than
we first thought.

The Poisonwood Bible
From the unfaithful husband to the binge eater, from the secret cross-dresser to
the pilferer of worthless items, there are those who seem to live two lives, to be
divided selves, to be literally of two minds. This division or "vertical split" appears
in a person at odds with himself, a person who puzzles over, and even heartily
dislikes, that parallel person who behaves in so repugnant a manner. In Being of
Two Minds, Arnold Goldberg provides trenchant insight into such divided minds their origins, their appearances, and their treatment. Goldberg's inquiry into
divided minds leads to a return to the psychoanalytic concept of disavowal, which
forms the basis of the vertical split. Goldberg explores the developmental
circumstances that tend to a reliance on disavowal, provides numerous examples
of the emergence of disavowal in the treatment situation, and considers the
therapeutic approaches through which disavowal may be addressed. He is
especially perceptive in discussing the manner in which the therapist's own
tendency to disavow may collusively interact with that of the patient. Goldberg
considers the full range of splits to which disavowal gives rise, from circumscribed
instances of dissociation to the much-debated multiple personality disorders. He
gives special attention to the role of the vertical split in patients with behavior
disorders; here his thoughtful insights point to a treatment approach that
significantly differs both from the simple ascription of a 'self disorder' and from the
usual pedagogical emphasis on issues of self-control and/or punishment. As
Goldberg shows, the repugnance felt by many therapists for offensive behaviors
emanating from the patient's parallel self are frequently shared by the patient,
who commonly despises misbehavior that he is unable to understand. Being of Two
Minds begins to formulate just such understanding, to the great benefit of patient
and therapist alike.

Being of Two Minds
Do political concerns belong in psychodynamic treatment? How do class and
politics shape the unconscious? The effects of an increasingly polarized, insecure
and threatening world mean that the ideologically enforced split between the
political order and personal life is becoming difficult to sustain. This book explores
the impact of the social and political domains at the individual level. The
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contributions included in this volume describe how issues of class and politics, and
the intense emotions they engender, emerge in the clinical setting and how
psychotherapists can respectfully address them rather than deny their
significance. They demonstrate how clinicians need to take into account the
complex convergences between psychic and social reality in the clinical setting in
order to help their patients understand the anxiety, fear, insecurity and anger
caused by the complex relations of class and power. This examination of the
psychodynamics of terror and aggression and the unconscious defences employed
to deny reality offers powerful insights into the microscopic unconscious ways that
ideology is enacted and lived. Psychoanalysis, Class and Politics will be of interest
to all mental health professionals interested in improving their understanding of
the ideological factors that impede or facilitate critical and engaged citizenship. It
has a valuable contribution to make to the psychoanalytic enterprise, as well as to
related scholarly and professional disciplines.

Psychoanalysis, Class and Politics
Should we feel inadequate for failing to be healthy, balanced, and well-adjusted? Is
such an existential equilibrium realistic or even desirable? Condemning our cultural
obsession with cheerfulness and “positive thinking,” Mari Ruti calls for a
resurrection of character that honors our more eccentric frequencies, arguing that
sometimes the most tormented and anxiety-ridden life can also be the most
rewarding. Ruti critiques our current search for personal meaning and the
pragmatic attempt to normalize human beings’ unruly and idiosyncratic natures.
Exposing the tragic banality of a happy life commonly lived, she instead
emphasizes the advantages of a lopsided life rich in passion and fortitude. Ruti
shows what counts is not our ability to evade existential uncertainty but to meet
adversity in such a way that we do not become irrevocably broken. We are in
danger of losing the capacity to cope with complexity, ambiguity, melancholia,
disorientation, and disappointment, leaving us feeling less “real,” less connected,
and unable to metabolize a full range of emotions. Heeding the call of our
character may mean acknowledging the marginalized, chaotic aspects of our
being, for they carry a great deal of creative energy. Ruti shows it is precisely this
energy that makes us inimitable and irreplaceable.

The Call of Character
Reich's classic work on the development and treatment of human character
disorders, first published in 1933. As a young clinician in the 1920s, Wihelm Reich
expanded psychoanalytic resistance into the more inclusive technique of character
analysis, in which the sum total of typical character attitudes developed by an
individual as a blocking against emotional excitations became the object of
treatment. These encrusted attitudes functioned as an "armor," which Reich later
found to exist simultaneously in chronic muscular spasms. Thus mind and body
came together and character analysis opened the way to a biophysical approach to
disease and the prevention of it.

Catch Them Before They Fall
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A classic work of American literature that has not stopped changing minds and
lives since it burst onto the literary scene, The Things They Carried is a groundbreaking meditation on war, memory, imagination, and the redemptive power of
storytelling. The Things They Carried depicts the men of Alpha Company: Jimmy
Cross, Henry Dobbins, Rat Kiley, Mitchell Sanders, Norman Bowker, Kiowa, and the
character Tim O’Brien, who has survived his tour in Vietnam to become a father
and writer at the age of forty-three. Taught everywhere—from high school
classrooms to graduate seminars in creative writing—it has become required
reading for any American and continues to challenge readers in their perceptions
of fact and fiction, war and peace, courage and fear and longing. The Things They
Carried won France's prestigious Prix du Meilleur Livre Etranger and the Chicago
Tribune Heartland Prize; it was also a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize and the National
Book Critics Circle Award.

Character Analysis
How did psychoanalysis come to define itself as being different from
psychotherapy? How have racism, homophobia, misogyny and anti-Semitism
converged in the creation of psychotherapy and psychoanalysis? Is psychoanalysis
psychotherapy? Is psychoanalysis a "Jewish science"? Inspired by the progressive
and humanistic origins of psychoanalysis, Lewis Aron and Karen Starr pursue
Freud's call for psychoanalysis to be a "psychotherapy for the people." They
present a cultural history focusing on how psychoanalysis has always defined itself
in relation to an "other." At first, that other was hypnosis and suggestion; later it
was psychotherapy. The authors trace a series of binary oppositions, each defined
hierarchically, which have plagued the history of psychoanalysis. Tracing
reverberations of racism, anti-Semitism, misogyny, and homophobia, they show
that psychoanalysis, associated with phallic masculinity, penetration,
heterosexuality, autonomy, and culture, was defined in opposition to suggestion
and psychotherapy, which were seen as promoting dependence, feminine
passivity, and relationality. Aron and Starr deconstruct these dichotomies, leading
the way for a return to Freud's progressive vision, in which psychoanalysis, defined
broadly and flexibly, is revitalized for a new era. A Psychotherapy for the People
will be of interest to psychotherapists, psychoanalysts, clinical psychologists,
psychiatrists--and their patients--and to those studying feminism, cultural studies
and Judaism.

Meaning and Melancholia
Christopher Bollas is one of the most expressive and eloquent exponents of the
ideas, meanings and experience of psychoanalysis currently writing. He has a real
gift for taking the reader into the fine texture of the psychoanalytic process. Forces
of Destiny examines and reflects on one of the most fundamental questions – what
is it that is unique about us as individuals? How does it manifest itself in our
personalities, our lives, relationships and in the psychoanalytic process? Drawing
on classical notions of ‘fate’ and ‘destiny’ and Winnicott’s idea of the true self,
Bollas develops the concept of ‘the human idiom’ to explore and show how we
work out – both creatively and in the process of analysis – the ‘dialectics of
difference’. In particular he reflects on how the patients may use particular parts of
the psychoanalyst’s personality to express their own idiom and destiny drive.
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Forces of Destiny was Bollas’ second book. His first, The Shadow of the Object
(1987), was described by the reviewer in the International Journal of PsychoAnalysis as a ‘unique and remarkable book. I think of it as one of the most
interesting and important new books on psychoanalysis which I have read in the
last decade.’ Forces of Destiny confirmed his position as one of the most
important, thoughtful and engaging psychoanalytic writers.? With a new preface
from Christopher Bollas, Forces of Destiny remains a classic of psychoanalytic
literature, appealing to psychoanalysts as well as readers in art history, literature,
philosophy, and cultural studies.

When the Sun Bursts
Barbara Kingsolver's acclaimed international bestseller tells the story of an
American missionary family in the Congo during a poignant chapter in African
history. It spins the tale of the fierce evangelical Baptist, Nathan Price, who takes
his wife and four daughters on a missionary journey into the heart of darkness of
the Belgian Congo in 1959. They carry with them to Africa all they believe they will
need from home, but soon find that all of it - from garden seeds to the King James
Bible - is calamitously transformed on African soil. Told from the perspective of the
five women, this is a compelling exploration of African history, religion, family, and
the many paths to redemption. The Poisonwood Bible was nominated for the
Pulitzer Prize in 1999 and was chosen as the best reading group novel ever at the
Penguin/Orange Awards. It continues to be read and adored by millions worldwide.

The Freudian Moment
Dr. David Shapiro's first new book in ten years, Dynamics of Character deepens his
now-classic studies of psychopathology with this conceptualization of a dynamics
of the whole character--a self-regulatory system that encompasses personal
attitudes, modes of activity, and relationship with the external world. Extending
and magnifying Shapiro's original vision of psychopathology, Dynamics of
Character is a resonantly reasoned response to the reduction of complex processes
of mind to products of biological defect of psychological trauma.

Imagined Human Beings
Explores the inner world of human experience and suggests that the rhythm of
that experience, is vital to individual creativity

Cracking Up
"First published in the United States of America by Viking Penguin Inc. 1953"--title
page verso.

Somatic Experience in Psychoanalysis and Psychotherapy
The body, of both the patient and the analyst, is increasingly a focus of attention in
contemporary psychoanalytic theory and practice, especially from a relational
perspective. There is a renewed regard for the understanding of embodied
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experience and sexuality as essential to human vitality. However, most of the
existing literature has been written by analysts with no formal training in bodycentered work. In this book William Cornell draws on his experience as a bodycentered psychotherapist to offer an informed blend of the two traditions, to allow
psychoanalysts a deep understanding, in psychoanalytic language, of how to work
with the body as an ally. The primary focus of Somatic Experience in
Psychoanalysis and Psychotherapy situates systematic attention to somatic
experience and direct body-level intervention in the practice of psychoanalysis and
psychotherapy. It provides a close reading of the work of Wilhelm Reich,
repositioning his work within a contemporary psychoanalytic frame and re-presents
Winnicott’s work with a particular emphasis on the somatic foundations of his
theories. William Cornell includes vivid and detailed case vignettes including
accounts of his own bodily experience to fully illustrate a range of somatic
attention and intervention that include verbal description of sensate experience,
exploratory movement and direct physical contact. Drawing on relevant theory and
significant clinical material, Somatic Experience in Psychoanalysis and
Psychotherapy will allow psychoanalysts an understanding of how to work with the
body in their clinical practice. It will bring a fresh perspective on psychoanalytic
thinking to body-centred psychotherapy where somatic experience is seen as an
ally to psychic and interpersonal growth. This book will be essential reading for
psychoanalysts, psychodynamically oriented psychotherapists, transactional
analysts, body-centred psychotherapists, Gestalt therapists, counsellors and
students. William Cornell maintains an independent private practice of
psychotherapy and consultation in Pittsburgh, PA. He has devoted 40 years to the
study and integration of psychoanalysis, neo-Reichian body therapy and
transactional analysis. He is a Training and Supervising Transactional Analyst and
has established an international reputation for his teaching and consultation.

Woman at Point Zero
In this exploration of a radical approach to the psychoanalytical treatment of
people on the verge of mental breakdown, Christopher Bollas offers a new and
courageous clinical paradigm. He suggests that the unconscious purpose of
breakdown is to present the self to the other for transformative understanding; to
have its core distress met and understood directly. If caught in time, a breakdown
can become a breakthrough. It is an event imbued with the most profound
personal significance, but it requires deep understanding if its meaning is to be
released to its transformative potential. Bollas believes that hospitalization,
intensive medication and CBT/DBT all negate this opportunity, and he proposes
that many of these patients should instead be offered extended, intensive
psychoanalysis. This book will be of interest to clinicians who find that, with
patients on the verge of breakdown, conventional psychoanalytical work is
insufficient to meet the emerging crisis. However, Bollas's challenging proposal will
provoke many questions and in the final section of the book some of these are
raised by Sacha Bollas and presented in a question-and-answer form.

The Mark of Cain
Civilization and Its Discontents is considered Freud's most brilliant work. In it he
states his views on the broad question of man's place in the world. It has been
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praised, dissected, lambasted, interpreted, and reinterpreted. Originally published
in 1930, it seeks to answer several questions fundamental to human society and its
organization—What influences led to the creation of civilization? Why and how did
it come to be? What determines civilization’s trajectory? This process, argues
Freud, is an inherent quality of civilization that instills perpetual feelings of
discontent in its citizens. Freud's theme is that what works for civilization doesn't
necessarily work for man. Man, by nature aggressive and egotistical, seeks selfsatisfaction.

Psychoanalysis of Character Disorders
Their Eyes Were Watching God is a 1937 novel by African-American writer Zora
Neale Hurston. It is considered a classic of the Harlem Renaissance of the 1920s,
and it is likely Hurston's best known work.

A Farewell to Arms
First appearing in 1899 The Awakening is regarded as work presaging both
feminist fiction and literary modernism. The author’s clear vision of a woman’s
internal and external conflicts continue to demand engagement and response from
readers. The Awakening follows Edna Pontellier as she recognizes and attempts to
deal with her confining lot as a woman and mother in the 19th century American
South. Torn between traditional roles and an inchoate desire for independence and
a more passionate life, she faces more than one difficult choice, leading to a grim
reckoning. Initially receiving a mixed critical reception, including much
condemnation for its frank depiction of adultery, the novel has gone on to be
recognized as both a classic piece of fiction and a groundbreaking work of
women’s realism. The poignant portrayal of the protagonist attempting to
determine her true feminine identity makes this one of the first novels willing to
openly confront women’s issues, to make clear that traditional roles could be
limiting and to legitimatize an emotional life that transcended society’s
boundaries. With an eye-catching new cover, and professionally typeset
manuscript, this edition of The Awakening is both modern and readable.

The Shadow of the Object
The Evocative Object World
The State of Play presents an essential first step in understanding how new digital
worlds will change the future of our universe. Millions of people around the world
inhabit virtual words: multiplayer online games where characters live, love, buy,
trade, cheat, steal, and have every possible kind of adventure. Far more
complicated and sophisticated than early video games, people now spend
countless hours in virtual universes like Second Life and Star Wars Galaxies not to
shoot space invaders but to create new identities, fall in love, build cities, make
rules, and break them. As digital worlds become increasingly powerful and lifelike,
people will employ them for countless real-world purposes, including commerce,
education, medicine, law enforcement, and military training. Inevitably, real-world
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law will regulate them. But should virtual worlds be fully integrated into our realworld legal system or should they be treated as separate jurisdictions with their
own forms of dispute resolution? What rules should govern virtual communities?
Should the law step in to protect property rights when virtual items are destroyed
or stolen? These questions, and many more, are considered in The State of Play,
where legal experts, game designers, and policymakers explore the boundaries of
free speech, intellectual property, and creativity in virtual worlds. The essays
explore both the emergence of law in multiplayer online games and how we can
use virtual worlds to study real-world social interactions and test real-world laws.
Contributors: Jack M. Balkin, Richard A. Bartle, Yochai Benkler, Caroline Bradley,
Edward Castronova, Susan P. Crawford, Julian Dibbell, A. Michael Froomkin, James
Grimmelmann, David R. Johnson, Dan Hunter, Raph Koster, F. Gregory Lastowka,
Beth Simone Noveck, Cory Ondrejka, Tracy Spaight, and Tal Zarsky.

The Awakening
An audacious, darkly glittering novel set in the eerie days of civilization’s collapse,
Station Eleven tells the spellbinding story of a Hollywood star, his would-be savior,
and a nomadic group of actors roaming the scattered outposts of the Great Lakes
region, risking everything for art and humanity. A National Book Award Finalist A
PEN/Faulkner Award Finalist Kirsten Raymonde will never forget the night Arthur
Leander, the famous Hollywood actor, had a heart attack on stage during a
production of King Lear. That was the night when a devastating flu pandemic
arrived in the city, and within weeks, civilization as we know it came to an end.
Twenty years later, Kirsten moves between the settlements of the altered world
with a small troupe of actors and musicians. They call themselves The Traveling
Symphony, and they have dedicated themselves to keeping the remnants of art
and humanity alive. But when they arrive in St. Deborah by the Water, they
encounter a violent prophet who will threaten the tiny band’s existence. And as the
story takes off, moving back and forth in time, and vividly depicting life before and
after the pandemic, the strange twist of fate that connects them all will be
revealed. Look for Emily St. John Mandel's new novel, The Glass Hotel, available in
March.

Balancing Empathy and Interpretation
Frantz Fanon, Erich Fromm, Pierre Bourdieu, and Marie Langer are among those
activists, clinicians, and academics who have called for a social psychoanalysis. For
over thirty years, Lynne Layton has heeded this call and produced a body of work
that examines unconscious process as it operates both in the social world and in
the clinic. In this volume of Layton’s most important papers, she expands on earlier
theorists’ ideas of social character by exploring how dominant ideologies and
culturally mandated, hierarchical identity prescriptions are lived in individual and
relational conflict. Through clinical and cultural examples, Layton describes how
enactments of what she calls ‘normative unconscious processes’ reinforce cultural
inequalities of race, sex, gender, and class both inside and outside the clinic, and
at individual, interpersonal, and institutional levels. Clinicians, academics, and
activists alike will find here a deeper understanding of the power of unconscious
process, and are called on to envision and enact a progressive future in which
vulnerability and interdependency are honored and systemic inequalities
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dismantled.

Race in Psychoanalysis
Over 21 million copies sold worldwide
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